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You love your research topic intensely from the
bottom of your heart.
Then you will observe new and new research ideas
springing out from the bottom of your mind.
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WHAT IS RESEARCH?... EINSTEIN
• Developing a new theory is not like bringing down an old building
and erecting a new sky-scraper in it place.
• It is like climbing a hill.
• As we go up, the horizon of our view expands and we see many
new relations between our starting point and present position.
• The starting point doesn’t disappear.
• But it appears smaller and smaller as we go higher and higher.
• It will still be a part of our new view.
• It is not possible to separate or destroy it.
• It is only one side of the coin when we say that we have developed
a new theory.
• In fact, the discovery of limits and imperfections of the old theory
is the other side of the coin.
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RESEARCH IN
THE SPIRITUAL FIELD
•
•
•
•
•

He climbed through one path.
He came down, and went up through another path.
Then he went up through the third path.
But he reached the same summit.
This is how Sri Ramakrishna Paramhamsa did
research in the spiritual field.
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".. the Twentieth Century, the innovative century that brought you WW I,
WW II, and WWW.” — Bill Higgins

Research
• a means of ensuring that we keep up to date
and further the boundaries of innovation
and knowledge
• promotes a tolerance towards uncertainty
• instils a questioning and inquiring attitude
• develops specific skills
• equip students for life-long learning
• See, its more than just cheap labour for
academics…
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RESEARCH: SHANGAI Group’s FINDINGS
•
•
•
•

It made a study of 2000 universities in the world.
Top 4 places: Harvard, Stanford, CIT, Berkeley
Of the top 50 universities, 35 are American.
Universities in US, Europe, Japan, Canada,
Australia, & one from Israel hold the first 101
places.
• Only 3 Indian Institutions make the top 500:
IISc(251-300); IIT, Delhi & Kharagpur(451-500).
• Not a single Indian University is in the rankings.
• 14 Chinese Universities come in the top 500.
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RESEARCH IN INDIA
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ph.D.’s produced by :
India: 4,000
Brazil: 10,000
China: 16,000
USA: 23,000
It is said that not even 10% quality research is
coming from Indian Universities.
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Sustained Infrastructure for
Discovery and Competitiveness
Nothing tends so much to the advancement of
knowledge as the application of a new
instrument.
The native intellectual powers of men in
different times are not so much the causes of
the different success of their labors,
as the peculiar nature of the means and artificial
resources in their possession.
--- Sir Humphrey Davy
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ARCHIMEDES: Eureka! Eureka!
He showed that:
1. It is possible to apply a scientific method to the problems of
everyday life.
Ex: The principle of a lever can save the straining muscle of
man.
“ Give me a place to stand on”, he cried: “ and I can move the
world.”
2. The reverse is also true:
By beginning with a practical problem, one can discover
a scientific principle.
Ex: Begin with adulteration of Gold, and discover the
laws of Buoyency and Specific Gravity.
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SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS: DISCOVERY FOLLOWS DISCOVERY

In Natural sciences, discovery follows discovery,
each both raising and answering questions, each
ending a long search, and each providing new
instruments for new search.
In any science there is harmony between
practitioners. Each uses findings of others.
He is a member of a community.
His colleagues are grateful to his creative thoughts.
Errors, if any, will be detected.
-Robert J. Openheimer
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SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS: Two Poems
Sommerfeld expressed his gratitude to Max Planck in the form of
a poem:
You cultivated the virgin soil
where picking flowers was my only toil.

Plank also replied in the form of another poem:
You picked flowers - well, so have I
Let them be, then, combined
Let us exchange our flowers fair
And in the brightest wreath them bind.
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STEPS OF SCIENTIFIC METHOD
1. MAKING OBSERVATION & COLLECTING DATA
Observation

:

Newton & App1le
James Watt & Steam

Collecting Data

:

Galileo & Hanging lamp of Church

2. MAKING EXPERIMENTS & CRITICAL INVESTIGATION
C.V. Raman and azure blue mediteranian Ocean
Samuel Hahnmann & Homeopathy
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STEPS OF SCIENTIFIC METHOD (contd..)
3. REASONING : Discover new knowledge using old knowledge
(i) INDUCTIVE REASONING

:

Specific instances to
general statements

(ii) DEDUCTIVE REASONING : General statements to
specific conclusions

4. TESTING THE NEW KNOWLEDGE/ THEORY/
HYPOTHESIS
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RESEARCH : ELMER GATES
• Dr. Elmer Gates, a well-known scientist, has taken more than 200
useful Patents.
• He is known for his creative imagination.
• He had a personal communication room in his laboratory.
• This room was sound-proof and light- proof from outside.
• The room contained a small table, a chair, some papers, pen, and an
electric switch.
• In order to get imaginative ideas, he used to enter that room, close
the door, switch off the light, and then concentrate his mind on the
topic.
• He used to sit there till he got new ideas.
• One day he got so many ideas that he went on writing for 3 hours. In
fact, on that day, he had developed a new theory.
• Dr. Elmer Gates made lot of money, selling his ideas to Companies.
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NEURAL NETWORKS
• Conventional Digital Computers try
to copy the Symbolic Processing
aspect of the brain.
• Neural Networks, in a very humble
way, try to copy the structure of the
brain.
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AMAZING NATURAL NEURAL
NETWORK : THE BRAIN
• ~ 1012 neurons in brain
• Basic building block of
nervous system: nerve
cell (neuron)
• ~ 1015 connections
between them
• Connections made at
“synapses”
• The speed: events on
millisecond scale in
neurons, nanosecond
scale in silicon chips
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WHAT ARE NEURAL NETWORKS ?
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NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL
NEURAL NETWORKS
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Current Applications
• Investment Analysis
– Predicting movement of stocks
– Replacing earlier linear models

• Signature Analysis
– Bank Checks, VISA, etc.

• Process Control
– Chemistry related

• Monitoring
– Sensor networks may gather more data than can be processed by
operators
– Inputs: Cues from camera data, vibration levels, sound, radar,
lydar, etc.
– Output: Number of people at a terminal, engine warning light,
control for light switch
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Examples in Medical
Pattern Recognition
Diagnosis
• Protein Structure Prediction
• Diagnosis of Giant Cell Arteritis
• Diagnosis of Myocardial Infarction
• Interpretation of ECGs
• Interpretation of PET scans, Chest X-rays
Prognosis
• Prognosis of Breast Cancer
• Outcomes After Spinal Cord Injury
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FUZZY THEORY
• The best defence of fuzzy logic is that it
works..... Its fundamental breakthrough
is to have shown how it is possible to
emancipate logical thought from the
Procrustean bed of the mathematical or
scientific model..... All of this makes
sense.
•
- Gilbert Adair, Sunday Times
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LOGIC BEHIND HUMAN REASONING
*
*

It is not pure Deductive Reasoning
It may be
(i) Traditional two-valued
(ii) Multi-Valued
(iii) With Fuzzy Truths, Fuzzy Connections, & Fuzzy Rules
of Inference

I. A low population growth is beneficial to India.
Famine lowers the population growth of India.
Therefore, famine is beneficial for India.
II. A Govt. is happy, if it gets more revenue.
A Govt. gets more revenue if all the people drink liquor all the time.
Therefore, a Govt. is happy if all the people drink liquor all the time.
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BUDDHA AND FUZZINESS
Buddha lived in India five centuries before Jesus and almost two
centuries before Aristotle.
His logic was:

A and NOT-A.
TRUE and NOT-TRUE

This means there is a third possible logical term equal to ‘Yes’ and ‘No’
which is capable of expanding our understanding in an unrecognized
direction. It is called “Mu” in Japanese which means ‘no thing’. “Mu”
becomes appropriate when the context of the question is too small for
the truth of the answer.
Examples:

1) Zen monk Joshu

2) Lawyer was asked by a witness

Buddha wrote no papers on fuzzy sets or systems. But he had the idea
of shades-of-gray. He tolerated A and not-A. He carefully avoided
artificial bivalence that arises from the negation of the term ‘not’ in
natural languages. Hence his famous line: “The no-mind, not - things,
no-thoughts about no-things”
He never gave an yes or no answer to questions like - Does God exist?
His answer was a noble silence.
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MISMATCH PROBLEM
This is a mismatch problem:
The world is gray, but science is black and white.
We talk in zeros and ones, but the truth lies in between.
Fuzzy world, and non fuzzy description.
The statements of formal logic and computer programming are
all true or false, 1 or 0. But statements of facts in the world are
not all true or false. Their truth value lies between 1 and 0.
They are not bivalent but multivalent, gray, fuzzy.
BIVALENCE

MULTIVALENCE

Aristotle

Buddha

A or NOT-A

A and NOT-A

Exact

Partial

All or None

Some degree

0 or 1

Continuum between 0 and 1

Digital Computer

Neural Network (Brain)

FORTRAN

English (Natural Language)

Bits

Fits
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APPLICATIONS OF FUZZINESS
It makes machines smarter.
It has increased the machine IQ of dozens of products in
consumer electronics and manufacturing in Japan:

Cameras
Camcorders
TV’s
Microwave ovens
Washing Machines
Vacuum Cleaners
Transmission
Engine Control
Subway Control
In Japan, even newscasters and politicians debate the meaning
of Fuzziness
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APPLICATION DOMAIN
• Fuzzy Logic
• Fuzzy Control
– Neuro-Fuzzy systems
– Intelligent Control
– Hybrid Control

• Fuzzy Pattern Recognition
• Fuzzy Modeling
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SOME INTERESTING
APPLICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ride smoothness control
Camcorder auto-focus & jiggle control
Braking system
Copier quality control
Rice Cooker temperature control
High Performance drives
Air-conditioning systems
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GENETIC ALGORITHMS
“Genetic Algorithms are good at taking
large, potentially huge search spaces
and navigating them, looking for
optimal combinations of things,
solutions you might not otherwise find
in a lifetime.”
-- Salvatore Mangano
Computer Design, May 1995
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A Simple Example

“The Gene is by far the most sophisticated program around.”
- Bill Gates, Business Week, June 27, 1994
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Evolution
• Here’s a very oversimplified description of how evolution works in
biology
• Organisms (animals or plants) produce a number of offspring
which are almost, but not entirely, like themselves
– Variation may be due to mutation (random changes)
– Variation may be due to sexual reproduction (offspring have
some characteristics from each parent)
• Some of these offspring may survive to produce offspring of their
own—some won’t
– The “better adapted” offspring are more likely to survive
– Over time, later generations become better and better adapted
• Genetic algorithms use this same process to “evolve” better
programs
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Genotypes and phenotypes
• Genes are the basic “instructions” for building an
organism
• A chromosome is a sequence of genes
• Biologists distinguish between an organism’s genotype
(the genes and chromosomes) and its phenotype (what
the organism actually is like)
– Example: You might have genes to be tall, but never
grow to be tall for other reasons (such as poor diet)
• Similarly, “genes” may describe a possible solution to a
problem, without actually being the solution
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GA Quick Overview
• Developed: USA in the 1970’s
• Early names: J. Holland, K. DeJong, D. Goldberg
• Typically applied to:
– discrete optimization

• Attributed features:
– not too fast
– good heuristic for combinatorial problems

• Special Features:
– Traditionally emphasizes combining information from good
parents (crossover)
– many variants, e.g., reproduction models, operators
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Vocabulary
• Gene – An single encoding of part of the
solution space.
• Chromosome – A string of “Genes” that
represents a solution.
• Population - The number of
“Chromosomes” available to test.
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Components of a GA
A problem to solve, and ...
• Encoding technique
(gene, chromosome)
• Initialization procedure
(creation)
• Evaluation function
(environment)
• Selection of parents
(reproduction)
• Genetic operators (mutation, recombination)
• Parameter settings
(practice and art)
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Simple Genetic Algorithm
{

initialize population;
evaluate population;
while Termination Criteria Not Satisfied
{

select parents for reproduction;
perform recombination and mutation;
evaluate population;
}
}
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The basic genetic algorithm
• Start with a large “population” of randomly
generated
“attempted solutions” to a problem
• Repeatedly do the following:
– Evaluate each of the attempted solutions
– Keep a subset of these solutions (the “best”
ones)
– Use these solutions to generate a new population
• Quit when you have a satisfactory solution (or you
run out of time)
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A Detailed Genetic Algorithm
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

[Start] Generate random population of n chromosomes (suitable solutions for
the problem)
[Fitness] Evaluate the fitness f(x) of each chromosome x in the population
[New population] Create a new population by repeating following steps until
the new population is complete
1. [Selection] Select two parent chromosomes from a population according to
their fitness (the better fitness, the bigger chance to be selected)
2. [Crossover] With a crossover probability cross over the parents to form
new offspring (children). If no crossover was performed, offspring is the
exact copy of parents.
3. [Mutation] With a mutation probability mutate new offspring at each
locus (position in chromosome).
4. [Accepting] Place new offspring in the new population
[Replace] Use new generated population for a further run of the algorithm
[Test] If the end condition is satisfied, stop, and return the best solution in
current population
[Loop] Go to step 2
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How GA are Different than
Traditional Search Methods
• GAs work with a coding of the parameter
set, not the parameters themselves.
• GAs search from a population of points, not
a single point.
• GAs use payoff information, not derivatives
or auxiliary knowldege.
• GAs use probablistic transition rules, not
deterministic rules.
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A really simple example
• Suppose your “organisms” are 32-bit computer words
• You want a string in which all the bits are ones
• Here’s how you can do it:
– Create 100 randomly generated computer words
– Repeatedly do the following:
• Count the 1 bits in each word
• Exit if any of the words have all 32 bits set to 1
• Keep the ten words that have the most 1s (discard the
rest)
• From each word, generate 9 new words as follows:
– Pick a random bit in the word and toggle (change)
it
• Note that this procedure does not guarantee that the next
38
“generation” will have more 1 bits, but it’s likely

A more realistic example, part I
• Suppose you have a large number of (x, y) data points
– For example, (1.0, 4.1), (3.1, 9.5), (-5.2, 8.6), ...
• You would like to fit a polynomial (of up to degree 5) through
these data points
– That is, you want a formula y = ax5 + bx4 + cx3 + dx2 +ex + f
that gives you a reasonably good fit to the actual data
– Here’s the usual way to compute goodness of fit:
• Compute the sum of (actual y – predicted y)2 for all the
data points
• The lowest sum represents the best fit
• There are some standard curve fitting techniques, but let’s assume
you don’t know about them
• You can use a genetic algorithm to find a “pretty good” solution
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A more realistic example, part II
•
•
•
•

Your formula is y = ax5 + bx4 + cx3 + dx2 +ex + f
Your “genes” are a, b, c, d, e, and f
Your “chromosome” is the array [a, b, c, d, e, f]
Your evaluation function for one array is:
– For every actual data point (x, y), (I’m using red to mean “actual data”)
• Compute ý = ax5 + bx4 + cx3 + dx2 +ex + f
• Find the sum of (y – ý)2 over all x
• The sum is your measure of “badness” (larger numbers are worse)
– Example: For [0, 0, 0, 2, 3, 5] and the data points (1, 12) and (2, 22):
• ý = 0x5 + 0x4 + 0x3 + 2x2 +3x + 5 is 2 + 3 + 5 = 10 when x is 1
• ý = 0x5 + 0x4 + 0x3 + 2x2 +3x + 5 is 8 + 6 + 5 = 19 when x is 2
• (12 – 10)2 + (22 – 19)2 = 22 + 32 = 13
• If these are the only two data points, the “badness” of [0, 0, 0, 2, 3, 5] is
13
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A more realistic example, part III
• Your algorithm might be as follows:
– Create 100 six-element arrays of random numbers
– Repeat 500 times (or any other number):
• For each of the 100 arrays, compute its badness
(using all data points)
• Keep the ten best arrays (discard the other 90)
• From each array you keep, generate nine new arrays
as follows:
– Pick a random element of the six
– Pick a random floating-point number between 0.0 and 2.0
– Multiply the random element of the array by the random
floating-point number

– After all 500 trials, pick the best array as your final
41
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ARE GA’s RICH ?

Question:

‘If GAs are so smart, why ain’t they rich?’

Answer:

‘Genetic algorithms are rich - rich in
application across a large and growing
number of disciplines.’
- David E. Goldberg, Genetic Algorithms in Search, Optimization and Machine Learning
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Some GA Application Types
Domain

Application Types

Control

gas pipeline, pole balancing, missile evasion, pursuit

Design
Scheduling

semiconductor layout, aircraft design, keyboard
configuration, communication networks
manufacturing, facility scheduling, resource allocation

Robotics

trajectory planning

Machine Learning
Signal Processing

designing neural networks, improving classification
algorithms, classifier systems
filter design

Game Playing

poker, checkers, prisoner’s dilemma

Combinatorial
Optimization

set covering, travelling salesman, routing, bin packing,
graph colouring and partitioning
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SIMULATED ANNEALING
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ANNEALING
• Annealing process is used to re-crystallize metals.
• During the Annealing process in metals, the alloy is cooled
down slowly to allow its atoms to reach a configuration of
minimum energy (a perfectly regular crystal).
• If the alloy is annealed too fast such an organization cannot
propagate throughout the material.
• The result will be a material with regions of regular
structure separated by boundaries.
• These boundaries are potential fault-lines where fractures
are most likely to occur when the material is stressed.
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Simulated Annealing
•

Motivated by the physical annealing
process

•

Material is heated and slowly cooled into a
uniform structure

•

Simulated annealing mimics this process

•

The first SA algorithm was developed in
1953 (Metropolis)
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Simulated Annealing
•

Compared to hill climbing the main difference is
that SA allows downwards steps

•

Simulated annealing also differs from hill climbing
in that a move is selected at random and then
decides whether to accept it

•

In SA better moves are always accepted. Worse
moves are not accepted.
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The Problem with Hill Climbing
• Gets stuck at local minima
• Possible solutions
• Try several runs, starting at
different positions
• Increase the size of the
neighbourhood (e.g. in TSP try 3opt rather than 2-opt)
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To accept or not to accept?
• The law of thermodynamics states that
at temperature, t, the probability of an
increase in energy of magnitude, δE, is
given by

P(δE) = exp(-δE /kt)
•

Where k is a constant known as
Boltzmann’s constant
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To accept or not to accept - SA?
P = exp(-c/t) > r
•

Where

– c is change in the evaluation
function
– t the current temperature
– r is a random number between 0
and 1
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To accept or not to accept - SA?
•

The probability of accepting a worse state is a
function of both the temperature of the
system and the change in the cost function

•

As the temperature decreases, the probability
of accepting worse moves decreases

•

If t=0, no worse moves are accepted (i.e. hill
climbing)
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Simulated Annealing Algorithm
[1/2]
• Choose a number of “steps” (iterations)
• For each step
– Randomly introduce a perturbation (a small change to the current
combination)
– Always accept the new alternative if it reduces the cost
– Randomly accept some alternatives that increase the cost (uphill
change)

• Slowly decrease the uphill acceptance probability
– Later steps are less likely to accept bad perturbations
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Simulated Annealing Algorithm[2/2]
• A randomizing algorithm,
allows SA to quickly explore a
vast design space

5.5E+09
5.0E+09
4.5E+09

• Accepting uphill changes
allows SA to escape a local
minima

4.0E+09
3.5E+09
3.0E+09
0

10

20

30

40

step

• Uphill changes can also be bad

Energy(SA)

Energy(II)

– We reduce the probability of
accepting them as the exploration
progresses
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50

SIMULATED ANNEALING: A Feature
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CHAOS
• Chaos Theory explains apparent randomness - many
apparently random events are not truly random - they are
just iteration of simple rules on existing states (and
possibly previous states) generating complex behavior they live on the edge of total chaos.
• Most natural processes are chaotic - sea, wind.
• Some man-made processes are chaotic - Financial
market.
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Chaos Theory about disorder
• NOT denying of determinism
• NOT denying of ordered systems
• NOT announcement about useless of
complicated systems
• Chaos is main point of order
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Chaos Theory about disorder
• Truth that small changes could give huge
consequences.
• Concept: impossible to find exact prediction
of condition, but it gives general condition
of system
• Task is in modeling the system based on
behavior of similar systems.
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Chaos Theory
• Dictionary Meaning of Chaos – “a state of things in
which chance is supreme; especially : the confused
unorganized state of primordial matter before the
creation of distinct forms” (Webster).
• Chaos Theory represents a big jump from the way we
have thought in the past – a paradigm shift.
• Traditional notion of chaos – unorganized, disorderly,
random etc.
• But Chaos Theory has nothing do with the traditional
notion per se
• On the contrary, it actually tells you that not all that
‘chaos’ you see is due to chance, or random or caused by
58
unknown factors

The Debate…
• Classical and Modern notions of Determinism – Classical Mechanics
Vs. Quantum Mechanics. Sir Isaac Newton initiated Classical
Mechanics that lasted (still is) 300 years.
• Not everything can be observed or predicted perfectly or in a
deterministic (very accurate) fashion.
• Examples: At atomic scale, everything gets probabilistic (Throwing a
ball and an atom – motion is wave-like De-Broglie’s motion)
• Uncertainties in various sources causes our observations and
predictions to behave randomly.
• But then Chaos Theory comes in and bridges the gap
Not all the randomness we see is really due to chance, it could well be
due to ‘deterministic’ factors
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So Chaos isn’t that Chaotic After all…hmm
• Chaos Theory – It’s about the deterministic
factors (non-linear relationships) that cause things
to look random
• A relevant topic – Fractals –is about scales
• Lot of History and Research Being done – HUGE
• But in general – A guy called Benoit Mandelbrot
is credited with advancing Fractals and Edward
Lorenz with formalising Chaos Theory in Modern
times.
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Chaos Theory – The (Shallowest)
Introduction
• A unique property that define a ‘Chaotic System’
• Sensitivity to initial conditions – causing large divergence
in the prediction. But this divergence is not infinite, it
oscillates within bounds.
• Discovered by Ed Lorenz in Weather Modeling
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SOME EXAMPLES.
• Sensitivity to initial conditions – causing large divergence in the
prediction. But this divergence is not infinite, it oscillates within
bounds.
• Or life itself – more chaotic. One tiny decision you take today
(apparently tiny), you have no idea where it might take you in the
long after an accumulation of the triggering effects.
• Butterfly Effect: The flapping of a single butterfly's wing today
produces a tiny change in the state of the atmosphere. Over a period
of time, what the atmosphere actually does diverges from what it
would have done. So, in a month's time, a tornado that would have
devastated the Indonesian coast doesn't happen. Or maybe one that
wasn't going to happen, does. (Ian Stewart, Does God Play Dice?
The Mathematics of Chaos, pg. 141)
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FRACTALS
• Fractals – part of chaos theory.
• Chaotic behaviour, so they seem disorderly and
casual.
• A lot of aspects of self-similarity inside fractal.
• Aim of studying fractals and chaos – to predict
regularity in systems, which might be absolutely
chaotic.
• All world around is fractal-like
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On to Fractals – Now let’s consider
Scale

It’s all about scales and its
invariance (not just space
though – can also time
And self-organized similarity
(scale invariance) a rather
new term coined these days
- Another manifestation of
Chaos theory in the form of
scales
64

•
•
•
•
•

Sophisticated
fractals
Are generated by non linear
algebraic equations.
Zn+1=ZnІ + C
Solution involves complex
and supposed numbers
Self-similarity on different
scale levels
Stable results – black, for
different speed different
color
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Real-life examples of Fractals (in space)

Are there any straight lines, boxes, rectangles based on Euclidean
geometry?
Yet, these shapes seem to be repeating – Nature is more fractal and
we humans have traditionally tried to model it in our paradigms of
‘straight lines’ and adding too much order
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Fractals and world around
• Branching, leaves on trees, veins in hand, curving
river, stock exchange – all these things are fractals.
• Programmers and IT specialists go crazy with
fractals. Because, in spite of its beauty and
complexity, they can be generated with easy
formulas.
• Discovery of fractals was discovery of new art
aesthetics, science and math, and also revolution in
humans world perception.
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What are fractals in reality?
• Fractal – geometric figure definite part of
which is repeating changing its size =>
principle of self-similarity.
• There are a lot of types of fractals
• Not just complicated figures generated by
computers.
• Almost everything which seems to be
casual could be fractal, even cloud or little
molecule of oxygen.
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How Fractals were discovered
• An employee of IBM, Benoit Mandelbrot was a mathematician
studying this self-similarity. One of the areas he was studying was
cotton price fluctuations. No matter how the data on cotton prices
was analyzed, the results did not fit the normal distribution.
Mandelbrot eventually obtained all of the available data on cotton
prices, dating back to 1900. When he analyzed the data with IBM's
computers, he noticed an astonishing fact:
The numbers that produced aberrations from the point of view of normal
distribution produced symmetry from the point of view of scaling. Each
particular price change was random and unpredictable. But the sequence of
changes was independent on scale: curves for daily price changes and
monthly price changes matched perfectly. Incredibly, analyzed Mandelbrot's
way, the degree of variation had remained constant over a tumultuous sixtyyear period that saw two World Wars and a depression. (James Gleick,
Chaos - Making a New Science, pg. 86)
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Usage of Chaos Theory
•

Useful to have a look to things happening
in the world different from traditional
view
–
–

Instead of X-Y graph -> phase-spatial
diagrams
Instead of exact position of point -> general
condition of system
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Usage of Chaos Theory
• Simulation of biological systems (most chaotic systems in
the world)
• Systems of dynamic equations were used for simulating
everything from population growth and epidemics to
arrhythmic heart beating
• Every system could be simulated: stock exchange, even
drops falling from the pipe
• Fractal archivation claims in future coefficient of
compression 600:1
• Movie industry couldn’t have realistic landscapes (clouds,
rocks, shadows) without technology of fractal graphics
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Practical usage of fractals
• Computer systems (Fractal archivation, picture compressing without
pixelization)
• Liquid mechanics
– Modulating of turbulent stream
– Modulating of tongues of flame
– Porous material has fractal structure

• Telecommunications (antennas have fractal form)
• Surface physics (for description of surface curvature)
• Medicine
– Biosensor interaction
– Heart beating

• Biology (description of population model)
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Fractal dimension: hidden dimensions
• Mandelbrot called not intact dimensions –
fractal dimensions (for example 2.76)
• Euclid geometry claims that space is
straight and flat.
• Object which has 3 dimensions correctly is
impossible
• Examples: Great Britain coastline, human
body
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Deterministic fractals
•
•
•
•
•

First opened fractals.
Self-similarity because of method of generation
Classic fractals, geometric fractals, linear fractals
Creation starts from initiator – basic picture
Process of iteration – adding basic picture to every
result
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MUTUAL NEAREST NEIGHBOURHOOD
• MUTUAL NEIGHBOURHOOD VALUE(MNV):
The MNV between any two samples of a set is
defined as the sum of the conventional nearest
neighbour ranks of these two samples, with respect
to each other.
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Symbolic Objects
Symbolic objects are extensions of classical data types.
In conventional data sets, the objects are individualized
whereas in symbolic data sets, they are more unified by
means of relationships.

Individual Vas
Individual Rose

Individual Rose

A Symbolic Object
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SYMBOLIC DATA VERSUS CONVENTIONAL DATA
Symbolic objects are more complex than conventional data
in following ways:
 77All objects of a symbolic data set may not be defined on the
same variables.
 Each variable may take more than one value or even an
interval of values.
 In complex symbolic objects, the values which the variables
take may include one or more elementary objects.
 The description of a symbolic object may depend on the
relations existing between other objects.
 The values which the variables take may have typicality values
which indicate frequency of occurrence, relative likely hood,
level of importance of the values and so on.
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Types of Symbolic Objects
Based on the complexity, the Symbolic objects can be
of the following types:
1. Assertion type

2. Hoard type

3. Synthetic type
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21st Century Challenges
• The three fold way

–
–
–
–
–

distributed, multidisciplinary teams
multimodal collaboration systems
distributed, large scale data sources
leading edge computing systems
distributed experimental facilities

Experiment

• Supported by

Theory

– theory and scholarship
– experiment and measurement
– computation and analysis

Computation

• Socialization and community
–
–
–
–

multidisciplinary groups
geographic distribution
new enabling technologies
creation of 21st century IT infrastructure

• “Come as you are” response
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Predicting the future?
• "Computers in the future may weigh no more than 1.5 tons.”
– Popular Mechanics, 1949
• Heavier than air machines are not possible
– Lord Kelvin
• "I think there is a world market for maybe five computers."
– Thomas Watson, chairman of IBM, 1943.
• "640K (of memory) ought to be enough for anybody.”
– Bill Gates, 1981.
• "Everything that can be invented, has been invented.”
– Charles H. Duell, Commissioner, U.S. Office of Patents, 1899.
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Research
• Research areas – AI, algorithms and data
complexity, graphics, software tools, computer
architecture, data communications, distributed
computing etc.
• Research area should match your research interest.
• Discuss and choose a (suitable) topic with the
supervisor(s) – though this topic may ‘evolve’
over time.
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RESEARCH… JBS HALDANE
• Famous Scientist JBS Haldane came to Chennai for a
conference.
• Subsequently he went to a Research Institute in Kerala.
• There he met a young Indian researcher who was doing
research on coconuts.
• Haldane: Young man, for testing purposes, do you climb
the coconut trees and observe the facts?
• Researcher: No… no…Sir. Only my servant does it.
• Haldane: Then, who is doing research? You? Or your
servant?
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Timeline of Research and Thesis
Congratulations,
You made it,
finally!!
"Failing to plan is planning to fail."
Made what?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workout a proper plan and timeline, illustrate the project schedule, e.g. by
using a Gantt Chart.
Keep track of work done and work that needs to be done.
Do the research, don’t postpone.
Alert! Try to be ahead of the timeline & milestones– but this is not
practicable or realistic, most times (To err is human…).
Publish conference papers, journal papers, posters.
Give seminars, presentations.
Discuss outcomes, issues, research direction. Collaborate.
Write parts of report, thesis along the way & collate.
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"If it wasn't backed-up, then it wasn't important.”

Pitfalls
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trying to solve the world’s problems.
Solving all other problems except the thesis.
Misunderstood but claims genius capabilities.
Absolute Love for making things more complex.
Lost in abstraction.
Planning to win Nobel prize before even deciding on
the topic.
• Just starting to do the evaluation but ready to submit…
• Still no proper literature review even after several years
– possibly very learned in other things due to reviewing
all other literature except the relevant ones.
• No motivation to continue, nor any inclination to end it. 84

Pitfalls continued Procrastination
•

A bus station is where a bus stops. A train station is where a train stops.
On my desk, I have a work station....

•

Since “my future depends on my dreams“, I’m learning to sleep more.

•

Never put off until tomorrow what you can put off today.
“A PhD is about finding out more
and more about less and less until
one eventually knows everything
about nothing”
Edgar Douse, aged 93
(literally aged), the
oldest person in the
world to get a PhD
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Motivating yourself
• Be honest, the research is important (maybe, more so is the
degree).
• Be prepared to spend time (a lot of time) reading.
• Research on the relevant material first, and keep to it as
closely as possible and you’ll be more enthusiastic about
your research.
• Talk to those who have made it – I’ve spoken to people
(for advise) even moments before my final PhD Oral
exam.
• Attend conferences, workshops, present whenever
possible, network with postgraduates, you’ll realise that
you are not the only (troubled?) one in this world…
• Be in high spirits, but not high on spirits!
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Carry out the research
•
•
•
•
•

This is the most important phase
Plan the execution of your research
Break it up to smaller manageable units
Do the research and record all results and observations
Do the research all the way to the finish – it can be
lonely, but you are never alone.

The Feynman Problem Solving Algorithm:
1) Write down the problem.
2) Think very hard.
3) Write down the solution.
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Conclusion
• Post-grad research has its peaks and troughs, ups and
downs, and flat-outs.
• It can become 1% inspiration, 99% perspiration
• No matter what, don’t give up the journey…
..to sail beyond the sunset….
One equal temper of heroic hearts
Made weak by time and fate
But strong in will
To strive, to seek, to find...
And not to yield.
- Lord Tennyson
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"Remember the Golden
Rule:
Those who have the gold
make the rules.”

THANK YOU
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